SINGLE CHANNEL SPEECH ENHANCEMENT USING IDEAL BINARY MASK TECHNIQUE BASED ON COMPUTATIONAL AUDITORY SCENE ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

Single channel speech enhancement is necessary where the multichannel speech enhancement is not feasible due to space constraints in the intended device and cost-effectiveness. However, the problem of having limited information from single channel sound signal mixtures or unavailability of the speech source signals makes it more difficult to separate the target speech from the background maskers in the acoustic environment of low signal to noise ratio, in various background noises and in less temporal duration of speech signals. To address these problems, computational auditory analysis became popular from the last decade as a new concept for speech enhancement. In this paper, ideal binary mask which is inspired by the computational auditory analysis is used to analyze and synthesize the input speech signals and masker signals in the time-frequency domain, where all the signals usually overlap. Synthesized signals are evaluated for speech quality measurement in terms of segmental signal-to-noise ratio. This study uses Malay language based speech as input speech signals. These input speech signals vary in duration due to their word structure. Large crowd babble speech and two talker competing speech are employed as masker signals. The input signal-to-noise ratio is varied from -5 dB to +15 dB in steps of 5 dB to vary the difficulty level of acoustic environment. Results show that ideal binary mask algorithm reconstructs the target speech signals efficiently from the degraded and noisy speech signals. This is signified by the high segmental signal-to-noise ratio even in the lowest input signal-to-noise ratio. This type of high noise reduction is necessary to lessen the burden of elderly listener’s listening effort in noisy environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Human speech communication typically degrades in cocktail party environment [1] which consists of complex acoustic backgrounds with environmental sound sources, competing voices, and ambient noise. Thus a possible extension of this limitation is that signals become more intricate to separate as their duration decreases, as there is less of an opportunity to collect the statistics of signals involved [2]. To solve these problems in machine-to-man communication is a big challenge. Therefore, many single channel speech enhancement techniques have been developed in the time-frequency domain over many years [3-10]. However, most of them are suffered from having musical article artifacts in the enhanced speech. Recently, computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) based single channel speech enhancement technique has expressed itself as a strong candidate to improve the speech quality of the extracted speech from background masker signals. By meaning, single channel speech enhancement algorithms face with the problem of estimating a speech signal from a corrupted version of itself with noise, assuming that all different sound sources are noise [11]. CASA mimics the perceptual process of the human auditory system for speech enhancement.
using machine learning algorithms or techniques [11]. CASA analysis ensures the monaural hearing with the signal to noise ratio (SNR) improvement in the best ear (BE) [12]. It further eases the spatial release from masking (SRM) [13]. By the same token, listeners who have problems of decreased temporal resolution and audibility in acoustic environment of low signal-to-noise-ratio [1] can get remediation from increased output SNR developed by CASA technique mostly for automatic speech recognition. In single channel speech enhancement, CASA generates time-frequency masks to weight the different time-frequency regions, emphasizing regions dominated by the target speech and suppressing regions dominated by noise. Under CASA models, T-F masking technique is based on time-frequency (T-F) representation of signals. CASA model utilizes the temporal and spectral properties of speech [14]. An important quality of T-F masking is the availability of a reference mask, which defines the maximum obtainable speech intelligibility for a given mixture [15]. T-F representation can be obtained either by a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [16] or a windowed auditory filterbank in the form of a cochleagram [17-20]. T-F masking is applicable to source separation/ segregation using one microphone [21], [22] or more than one microphone [23], [24]. T-F separation methods apply a mask on top of the observed spectrogram to separate the desired (speech) signal from interference. T-F masking can also be applied as a binary mask by identifying and grouping spectro-temporal regions in the mixture belonging to the same source. The ideal binary mask (IBM) can be considered as the goal of CASA [25-28] and optimality of IBM can be found in terms of SNR [29] with the consideration of signal overlaps in T-F domain [30]. IBM is a binary classification technique for speech separation (masking or release from masking) and speech enhancement which is inspired by the auditory scene analysis and auditory masking [31] phenomenon. It has the advantage that only binary decision has to be made and runs in an iterative mood until all the sources are estimated. It is known from psychoacoustics that the ear perceives only the dominant signal within each frequency band and that weaker signals are masked by the strongest one. Thus it makes sense to attenuate time-frequency cells in which the SNR is so poor [14]. It does not require number of sources [32].

Ideal binary masking have been used for many research based on speech intelligibility varying SNR levels, masker types, and local criteria for forming the binary mask [33] in background noise like cafeteria background [34], speech shaped noise (SSN) [19], speech babble, modulated SSN [35], modulated and unmodulated SSN, two-talker masker [35], competing speech, single competing talker using IBM. Babble noise is most difficult to separate from speech [37]. A study [36] on monaural speech separation with the aim of improving speech quality these experiments implicate the use of IBM in speech separation and hence speech enhancement [34].

Thresholding of local SNR criterion (LC), which is used to generate IBM, can be varied (0 dB ≥LC ≥12 dB) depending on the application using 1–3 competing utterances of the same talker [19], wider plateaus of LC values (+5 dB ≥LC ≥20 dB) [37]. The study [19] suggest that the choice of LC=−6 dB, which lies near the center of the performance plateau, may be better than the commonly used 0 dB LC for intelligibility improvement A condition of LC =0 dB has the optimal SNR gain among all the binary masks [25], [29]. As a separation technique, applying the IBM with LC=0 dB to the mixture input retains the T-F regions of the mixture where target energy is stronger than interference energy while removing the T-F regions where target energy is weaker than interference energy. Also the researches [38], [39] use classification method to separate speech for determined and underdetermined mixture. Experiments applying the ideal binary mask to noisy speech have documented a substantial improvement in intelligibility.

Computed binary masks may cause musical noise or cross-talk problems [40], which also lead to poorer speech perceptual quality. In [41], musical noise is reduced by employing finer frame shifts [11] when generating T-F representations, i.e., the overlap amount between successive time frames in a T-F representation is increased beyond the commonly used 50%. These methods reduce the effects of musical noise.

This research pays attention on the use of IBM, inspired solely by auditory masking phenomenon, where a louder sound masks a weaker sound in critical band. This is chosen as the auditory masking principle is more general for speech separation, it applies whether or not the background is diffusely (e.g., speech babble) or sparsely distributed (e.g., another speech utterance). IBM appears as a quantitative measurement of CASA system. Moreover, IBM is analyzed under time-frequency domain and is used for instantaneous mixture of target speech and maskers. This study considers the prior availability of target and masker signal as IBM shows excellent performance in
terms of speech quality in this condition. Additionally, SNR threshold is chosen as 0 dB to ensure optimal SNR gain in terms of speech quality improvement. SNR level of mixtures and type of maskers are varied for determining the speech quality of output speech signals.

2. IDEAL BINARY MASK

Particularly, within T-F unit \( u(t, f) \), let the \( s(t, f) \) denotes the target energy and \( n(t, f) \) denote masker energy, both in dB. The ideal binary mask (IBM) is defined as,

\[
IBM(t, f) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } s(t, f) - n(t, f) > LC \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

The threshold, \( LC \) (stands for local signal-to-noise ratio [SNR] criterion) in dB is usually chosen to be 0, producing a 0-dB SNR criterion. The IBM thus constructed gives the highest SNR gain of all the binary masks considering clean target as the signal \([42],[22],[29]\). With \( LC = 0 \) dB, each T-F mask value is allocated to a single target only. The IBM is defined by comparing the signal-to-noise ratio within each T-F unit against a local criterion (LC) or threshold measured in units of decibels. Only the T-F units with local signal to noise ratio (SNR) goes over the LC, then are assigned 1 in the binary mask. An IBM segregated signal can be synthesized from the mixture by deriving a gain from the binary mask, and applying it to the mixture before recombination.

3. SHORT-TIME FOURIER TRANSFORM

The non-stationary nature of speech prompts the analysis of speech signals in both the time and frequency domains concurrently. The classical Fourier analysis represents the frequency content of a signal, but it does not give information about the time of appearance of frequency components or sudden changes of energy. The statistics of speech signals vary with time, and their frequency content can only be considered stationary in short-time segments around 20 msec. In a time-frequency representation, the frequency domain only reflects the behavior of a short time segment of the signal. The most used time-frequency representations of speech signals are the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). STFT is used in speech separation and machine listening [43-52]. This paper uses the STFT for T-F analysis of target speeches and maskers. To be added, for the synthesis part, this research uses binary masking using the STFT [36]. The binary mask is multiplied with the FFT magnitudes, and the inverse FFT is applied to the modified magnitudes using the phases from the unmodified input signal. Finally, the resulting short time segments from the inverse FFT are combined using the overlap-add-method (OLA). The choice of the window is important to obtain perfect reconstruction. Some widely used windows are the Hamming and Hanning windows [53], [54], which have into account frequency resolution and sidelobe behavior. In this research, gammatone filterbank is not used because perfect reconstruction of the signal is not possible [55].

4. METHODOLOGY

An overall block diagram for speech enhancement using time-frequency IBM is depicted in Figure 1.

4.1 Data Preparation

Recorded speech data are used for the simulation purpose. For the target speech to be
extracted, this speech is a Malay language based sentence file consists of three words, four words, five words. The duration of samples vary with the number of words within each sentence file. These speech samples are based on Malay language which is culturally fit and semantically meaningful. The masker data is denoted as competing speech which is a two male-talker speech who speaks simultaneously. The other masker is large-crowd babble speech. Moreover, babble speech and competing speech are known as real world noises. In most audiology system for hearing test, these two noises are common to be used as distracters. These data sets are chosen because of the resemblance within the recordings and all of them are speech only without any dissimilar samples like music. Therefore, this reinforces the comparison among the datasets. All the sound files are in ‘.wav’ format and sampled at 44.1 kHz having 16 bit. All the mixtures are artificial as the recorded sound files are mixed digitally. All the sound files are level normalized between -26 dB to –27 dB to have the same average power. Table 1 describes the characteristics of data.

### 4.2 Noisy Signal Mixing Model

The noisy mixing model is the simplest model and it assumes that the signals received by the microphones are just a scaled version of the original signals (target speech and masker), and it is expressed as,

$$X_m(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} a_{mn} S_n(t) + n_m(t), m = 1, 2, ..., M$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $a_{mn}$ are the scaling factors. In this case,

$$h_{nm}(t) = a_{mn} \cdot \delta K(t),$$

where $\delta K(t)$ is the Kronecker delta function and $n_m(t)$ represents the noise at the $m$-th sensor. The first part of the right hand side of equation (2) is the linear mixing of target speech and masker. Here, target speech is amplitude scaled. Additive noise distortion is assumed in the second part of the equation (2). Finally a noisy mixing model is formed.

### 4.3 T-F Analysis

As IBM is considered, both the target speech and masker is available for mixing. Discrete-time STFT is performed on the noisy signal and clean target speech signal. In T-F analysis process, prior to STFT analysis, noisy and clean signals are gone through the transformation from vector to frames. It actually splits signal into overlapped frames using indexing. Windowing technique is applied to each frame and return frames as rows of the output matrix. Consequently, STFT analysis is performed on both noisy signal and clean signal.

### 4.4 Formation of Ideal Binary Mask and Synthesis of Ideal Binary Masked Signal

Formation of IBM is crucial part for improving speech quality. Speech quality is improved if IBM retains the most of the energy of the target speech. Formation of ideal binary mask is occurred as FFT based short-time spectral analysis-modification-synthesis, with frame duration of $T_W$ msec and frame shift of $T_S$ msec. Spectral modification performed is the application of an ideal binary mask to noise corrupted speech signal. According to equation (1), the ideal binary mask is computed from an oracle (true) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by thresholding with local SNR criterion specified in LC. In this case the threshold is fixed and does not change with the mixing SNR [56]. IBM is applied on the noisy mixture and modified complex spectrum is created. For synthesis part, inverse STFT is applied on IBM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Speech</th>
<th>Type of speech signal</th>
<th>Number of samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POKOK BUNGA CANTIK</td>
<td>3 word Sentence</td>
<td>74999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJEK PEMBERISHAN LONKANG</td>
<td>3 word Sentence</td>
<td>80415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABANG SUKA MANDI SUNGAI</td>
<td>4 word Sentence</td>
<td>88710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMPUR MEMENJUH JALAN RAYA</td>
<td>4 word Sentence</td>
<td>109254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANYAK HAIWAN MATI AKIBAT PEMBALAKAN</td>
<td>5 word Sentence</td>
<td>138855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENCEMARAN TELAH MEMUSNAHKAN HIDUPAN LAUT</td>
<td>5 word Sentence</td>
<td>150785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
segregated signal. After that synthesized enhanced speech is returned and speech quality is measured by true instantaneous spectral signal-to-noise ratio. In the synthesis analysis, signals are transformed from frame to vector using weighted overlap-add synthesis method. IBM is generated using the ratio of time-frequency powers calculated by STFT. It is seen from Figure 2 that IBM attains value of 1 throughout most of the spectrum as most energy is labeled as target speech energy. Speech source separation using IBM is revealed with a flowchart in Figure 3.

![Figure 2: Formation of IBM (a) Target Speech (b) Masker Signal (c) IBM Signal](image)

The selection of simulation parameters for speech separation using IBM is given in Table 2.

**Table 2: Simulation Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Window and FFT Analysis Length</th>
<th>Length of Window</th>
<th>Frame Duration (Time Resolution) (msec)</th>
<th>Frame Shift (msec)</th>
<th>LC Value (dB)</th>
<th>Frequency Resolution (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hanning, 2048 samples</td>
<td>1024 samples</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the analysis of speech signals, the window length should guarantee stationarity (i.e around 20 ms), and that value depends on the sampling rate. For instance, if the sampling rate is 44100 Hz, a window of 1024 samples provides a time resolution of 23.2 msec. Frame shift is usually chosen as around half of the frame duration and hence 2.9 msec. With this frame shift overlap between the frames is set to 87.5%. This is set to avoid artifacts at the boundaries. LC value is chosen as 0dB to ensure good speech quality when synthesized. FFT length is chosen to 2048 samples. A high frequency resolution of 43 is chosen to obtain good performance in speech quality.

### 4.5 Measurement of Speech Quality

The measurement of speech quality using SNR generates a single number that benefit for evaluating the performance of a separation system compared to others, and it remains the most widely used performance metrics though there are still some shortcomings. In this paper, Segmental SNR is used because speech energy fluctuates over time, and so portions where the speech energy is large, and noise is relatively inaudible, should not be washed out by other portions where speech energy is small and noise can be heard over speech. Thus SNR is calculated in short frames and the averaged. Segmental SNR can be defined as,

\[
SNR_{seg} = \frac{10}{P} \sum_{k=0}^{P-1} \log_{10} \left( \frac{\sum_{n=Lk}^{Lk+L-1} x^2(n)}{\sum_{n=Lk}^{Lk+L-1} (x(n) - \bar{x})^2} \right)
\]  

(3)

Equation (3) has frame length of \( L \) and \( P \) is the number of frames in the signal \( (N=PL) \). Frame length is normally set between 15 msec and 20 msec. A typical value of \( SNR_{seg} \) has upper and lower ratio limit is 35 dB and -10 dB [57].

### 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 to Figure 9 show segmental SNR for target speech (sentences) which are mixed with speech babble and competing speech under different input SNR ranging from -5 dB to +15 dB. Input SNR value of -5 dB denotes the lowest SNR and +15 dB is the highest SNR for an acoustic environment. As such, -5 dB indicates worst acoustic environment. This input SNR values are increased at steps of +5 dB. These values are chosen as in [58]. Generally, as the input SNR increases, speech quality increases which is confirmed by the high value of output segmental signal-to-noise ratio for all sentences. Segmental SNR finds it’s value high for competing speech when mixed with the target speech (words) compared to speech babble while mixed with target speech (sentences). This is true for all input SNR. This further implies that target speech is hard to separate from speech babble as spectral and temporal dips are filled in as the number of talker increases and hence energetic masking is introduced. This is shown in Figure 10 and in Figure 11. Comparing Figure 10 and Figure 11 it can be said that SNR has been improved of around 2 dB while target speech is recovered from competing speech. Additionally, as the input SNR increases, target speeches are separated from the two different types of masker with an ease of the gradual increase of segmental SNR values. To be more, as the duration of speech samples are increased, output segmental SNR is increased. Therefore, 5 word speech signals show better quality for both the babble speech and two-talker competing speech. This is true for all input SNR. The underlying reason is that temporal resolution of the speech signals increase with the increase of duration of speech signals.

![Figure 4: Measured Speech Quality for ‘POKOK BUNGA CANTIK’](image-url)
Figure 5: Measured Speech Quality for 'PROJEK PEMBERISHAN LONKANG'

Figure 6: Measured Speech Quality for 'ABANG SUKA MANDI SUNGAI'

Figure 7: Measured Speech Quality for 'LUMPUR MEMENUHI JALAN RAYA'

Figure 8: Measured Speech Quality for 'BANYAK HAIWAN MATI AKIBAT PEMBALAKAN'

Figure 9: Measured Speech Quality for 'PENCEMARAN TELAH MEMUSNAHKAN HIDUPAN LAUT'

Figure 10: Recovering of Target Speech from Babble Speech
6 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the speech quality in terms of segmental SNR which works as an objective measurement. In general, it is found that output segmental SNR is improved for the extraction of speech signals from the mixer containing speech and two-talker competing speech even though the input SNR is low enough. Nevertheless, speech signals mixed with babble speech are extracted with less SNR value. Moreover, musical noise is reduced by using smaller frame shift in the STFT process. Thus overall, good quality and good intelligibility of speech signals is obtained. The outcome from this study will be used as a parallel assessment that can be integrated in audiologist-patient response protocol in auditory training software, so that audiologist can control the pre-defined input SNR value of any range from their end. This can help them for identifying which input SNR yields best segmental SNR to ensure the best speech quality and to reduce speech artifacts like musical signals as well. The other implication is that listening effort or loudness will be much minimized as the output SNR is >15 dB for all speech materials in case of high input signal-to-noise ratio. This implication can be used in speech in noise training and other audiology applications in hearing aid, cochlear implants.
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